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Groupon payments merchant user agreement

1. General Information 1.1 These Terms of Sale apply to every Voucher you purchased from Groupon. 1.2 Groupon means Groupon Australia Pty Ltd (ACN 147 834 151)), a company incorporated under NSW law and its registered offices at Level 17, 9 Hunter Street, Sydney, NSW. 1.3 Voucher means an instrument, in either physical or electronic form, containing all authorizations of these Voucher
(Voucher Holder) to receive the vendor offering from the vendor during the period of time declared on the Voucher (Redemption Period). 1.4 The vendor offerings will mean the goods and/or services to be supplied and/or offered by the Vendor of the Voucher Holder, as specified on the Groupon site and on the Voucher. 1.5 The vendor is a third party displayed in Retail Groupon, groceries and/or offerings
of traders. Groupon does not sell, spare and/or provide offerings to merchants. It only sells and groceries for the Voucher. 1.6 Groupon reserves the right to unilaterally amend the conditions of Sale at any time. All amendments to the condition of Sale will be posted on-line. You will bind only to the version of Sale you agreed at the time you buy a Voucher. 2. Buy in a Voucher 2.1 You must be at least 18
years old to buy a Voucher. Before you can make a purchase you need to register and create an account with Groupon. 2.2 By clicking the Buy Now button you submit an offer to Groupon to buy the Voucher. However, the purchase of the Voucher is not completed until you receive an email through Groupon confirming acceptance of your offer. Groupons expressly reserve the right to reject your bids.
Additionally, even if Groupon has accepted your offer, it may cancel the deal at any time if it is reasonable to suspect that you have commit or that you can commit any fraud against Groupon, a third party affiliated to Groupon or the vendor. 2.3 The vendor can have its own terms and conditions applicable to the sale, provided with/or provision of the Vendor offering 3. Redemption of a Voucher 3.1 Unless
declared otherwise: (a) The Voucher can only be redeemed once; (b) The Voucher can only be redeemed with the Vendor and not with Bandon; (c) The Voucher is valid for a single person; and (D) you must follow the redemption instructions associated with the Voucher when you redeem the Voucher and Vendor 3.2 All Vouchers sold by Groupon single-purpose Vouchers who can only be redeemed with
the vendor. 3.3 In order to deliver a Voucher you must present it to the vendor in the Redemption Period. If you don't redeem the Voucher of the Redemption Period, the Voucher expires automatically. He can't be redeemed anymore. 3.4 In the event that a Merchant offering on the Groupon site is a Direct Contract contract, Groupon will collect your shipping details at the time of purchase. Groupons will
then pass these details to the vendor on your behalf. The vendor will then process the in your Voucher and The Vendor Offering dispatch to you. 3.5 Unless expressly declared otherwise, the Voucher has no right to Voucher Holder to receive the vendor offering at a specific time. You are strongly recommended to contact the vendor in an early stage. Doing so will give you the best chance to save your
preferred time for the reserve and/or affinity vendor offerings. Groupons cannot influence the reserves and/or affinity of their vendor offerings. 3.6 If you redeem the Voucher for goods and/or services other than the vendor offering, you will not be entitled to a credit, cash refund or new Voucher for the difference between the value offering of merchants and the actual value of the merchants and/or services
supplied with/or provided by the vendor to you. 3.7 Vouchers are redeemed in the whole ones only. They can't be redeemed partially or incretionally. If, for whatever reason, you redeem the Voucher and a vendor for less than the original (un-discount) value of the vendor offering, you are not entitled to a credit, cash reimburse or new Voucher for the difference between the original (un-discount) value and
the redeeming value. 3.8 On behalf of the volumes, Groupon may collect booking fees or other fees associated with the purchase and/or redemption of a Voucher. All these fees or fees (if any) will communicate with you before buying the Voucher. 3.9 In the event that a vendor cannot provide and/or give the Merchant offering as described for inforeseen purposes, Groupon will let you know as soon as
possible by email. Groupons will offer you either a new voucher with comparable benefits (if available) or the refund of the purchase cost of the Voucher or by giving groupon credit. 4. Use of a Voucher 4.1 Any purchase of a Voucher is for you non-commercial, your personal use only (although you may give the Voucher to another person for non-commercial, personal use). Your 4.2 Voucher is your only
responsibility. Neither Groupon nor Merchants are responsible for losing or killing Voucher or recovering Voucher reference numbers or Voucher security codes. 4.3 You promise not to provide fake data including fake names, addresses and/or contacts or payment details; or engage in any illegal activity in connection with the purchase or use of a Voucher, or allow anyone else to do so. 4.4 Any attempt to
redeem a Voucher contrary to the terms of Sale may render a Voucher canceled at the discretion of Groupon.4.5 Is the reproduction of a forbidden Voucher. 4.6 The Sales of a Forbidden Voucher 5. Cancellation (with exception), Refund and Issue 5.1 Unless otherwise stated in print fine specific to the contract, you are entitled to cancel your purchase of the Voucher within 7 business days (Monday to
Friday except public holidays in Sydney Australia) after your day receiving the confirmation email (Voucher Cancellation Period). However, if you redeem your Voucher while Period cancelled, you expressly require services to start giving you, and you acknowledge that you lose your right to cancel the purchase of the Voucher. Since Groupon is not responsible for the reserves or affinity offerings of
merchants, once your Voucher has no right to a refund (whole or partly). Please note that, to avoid skeptics, this section also applies to all Direct Contract agreements. 5.2 If you want to cancel your purchase in a Voucher you can do so in any of the following ways: 5.2.1 does not fill out this form contact.groupon.com.au; or 5.2.2 by calling the customer service team at 1300 962 032 5.3 If you cancel your
purchase of the Voucher in accordance with this Section 5., Groupon will reimburse you for all payments made as part of your purchase of 14 calendar days from the day where you informed Groupon about your cancellation. 5.4 If you deliver your Voucher, but the vendor has not been properly provided to you with the vendor's offering, or if you have a complaint regarding affinity offerings from the vendor,
you must take action against the vendor directly. This is because the vendor, and not Groupon, responsible for the reserves and/or affinity of the Merchant Offering Group is only sold with the Voucher's grocery. However, if you and the vendor cannot agree on how to resolve the complaint, Groupon can, upon your request, try to help solve the problem between you and Merchant 5.5 All refunds will refund
you through your original method of payment. If your original method of payment was canceled, expired or have otherwise changed, you must inform the customer support team immediately of contact.groupon.com.au. If you don't do so and you're rebans in your original method of payment, you may need to coordinate with your bank or payment service provider to get your refund. Groupons aren't going to
give more than a reimburse. 5.6 You have 30 days from the date you receive the refund rejected. If you have not rejected the refund during these 30 days, the refund must be in final terms of any and all claims you may have against Groupon related to, who reaches out to, or is connected to that Voucher. 6. Responsibility for the Merchant Offering 6.1 Please note that the vendor, and not Groupon, is: 6.1.1
Persons encountered, suppliers and/or vendor offering providers; The 6.1.2m party that enters a deal with the Voucher Holder when The Voucher is redeemed; and 6.1.3 solely responsible for providing the Voucher Holder with Merchant's offering and for the vendor's offering itself 6.2 Under no circumstances is Groupon acting as the vendor's agent. 7. The Groupon's Standards of Service and
Responsibility 7.1 Groupon promises that: 7.1.1 It will exercise reasonable care and competence in performing its obligations under the conditions of Sale; 7.1.2 Vouchers are of satisfactory quality and fit for their purpose; 7.1.3 He will not meet of justice or professional diligence in what he does. 7.2 Groupon is still responsible for: (a) death and personal injury caused by the group's negligence / gross
negligence; (b) fraud or false misrepresentation is made alone; or (C) any contract terms that cannot be excluded or limited under applicable law. 7.3 Other than as set out in section 7.2 above, Groupon cannot be for any other loss or damage you may suffer, including any indirect losses or consequences. 7.4 Groupon does not promise the complete, physical requirements for purposes or legality of
merchants' offerings. Groupon is not capable for the quality, security, usage, capabilities or any other aspect of the Vendor offering. 7.5 Groupon is not responsible for any breach of an obligation under such Regulation of Sale where it is prevented or prevented from carrying out its obligations by any cause outside of its reasonable control. 7.6 Other than the responsibility reached under section 7.2, which is
unlimited, the total responsibility of the Bandon you shall not in any circumstance exceed the amount of the purchase price in the Voucher. 7.7 In certain applicable law countries do not allow some or all of the exclusions and/or limitations laid out in this section 7. If these laws apply to you, some or all of the above exclusions and/or limitations may not apply to you and you may have additional rights. 8. Site
Groupon's Site Groupon (Site) means the website, mobile applications, electronic communications or services, or anywhere in which you can purchase a Voucher from Groupon. The site on which Groupon Market Vouchers are owned by Groupons. You can find out more about the terms of use of the site, which are expressly incorporated in these Terms of Sale. 9. Miscellaneous 9.1 If you violate these
conditions of Sale and Groupon do not take any action against you that does not mean that Groupon has waived its rights and remedies with your violation consideration. Groupons can always take action or exercise its rights and remedies for this action, or any other situation, where you violate your obligations under the terms of Sale. 9.2 Unless otherwise stated in such Terms of Sale, notice must be given
to either party to be in writing and will be released by Electronic Mail (other than if you are sending a notice to Groupon for the purpose of legal processing) or by pre-paid post. Any Groupon Notice sent to you will be at the address you supplied to Groupon when you registered for your Groupon account. You can send any notice to Groupon to the registered office address as set out in section 1.2. 9.3 If any
provision of these terms of Sale would be invalid or unforgettable, the validity and reinforce the remaining provisions of the terms of sale are not affected. We will replace these provisions or inconveniences to be replaced by a valid and applicable disposition that closer achieves the economic effect contemplated by the invalid or incomposible disposition. Terms Groupon Two 9.4 These Rules of Sales are
governed and interpreted by NSW law, without regard to conflicts or choices of law principles. The exclusive venue for any litigation is going to NSW Court. GROUPON STRAPS MERCHANDISE - TERMS OF SALE 1. CONTRACTS AND INFORMATION ABOUT THE PWOsesis BEGINNING 1.1 Parts of this contract: The Terms of Sale (Settlement of Sale) is an agreement between you, the customer
(referred here as you or you) and Groupon Australia Pty Ltd (referred here as Groupon, us or us). We are a company registered in Australia (ACN 147 834 151) with our registered office at Level 17, 9 Hunter Street, Sydney, NSW, 2000. 1.2. The Website: Groupon Australia is the operator and owner of the website. When you interact with the Groupon Australia website in any way, such as creating an
account or contacting customer service, you agree to the Groupon Policy Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. These are deals between Groupon and you. 1.3. The terms of Sale apply: By placing an order with Groupon agreeing to be bound by the terms of Sale 1.4. Your Offer: Click Buy Now button is an offer to buy products sold by Groupon (Merchandise). Your offer is not accepted, and our contract with
you is not finished, till we email you to confirm your order. Please note that we reserve the right to reject your offer and do not conclude a contract with you, in particular, in case of limited availability of the goods. 1.5.A copies of the terms of Sale: We keep a copy of the contract between us (these Terms of Sale) – and we advise you to print out these Terms of Sale as a record. Your legal right: As a
consumer, nothing of these terms of sale affects your legal rights related to defects or misdescribed goods or your ability to cancel the contract.1.6. These Terms of Sale Updates: We reserve the right to amend these Terms of Sale at any time (which we will post online). Any amendment to the terms of Sale made after you have submitted your order will not apply to you in respect of this order.2. PRICING
AND PURCHASE 2.1. Pricing and who you pay: Goods are sold by Groupon. Groupons will take and work on your payments for your order. All website cost for the inclusive goods of GST legally applicable. Prices are set from you before you buy you and in order of confirmation. Our prices may change at any time, but the changes will not affect your order, other than in circumstances described in Clause
2.4 and 2.5 below .2.2. Delivery Charges: The prices for goods may or may not include delivery charges. Any such charges will be stated in the Fine Print section of the contract. If delivery charges are not included, these costs will appear separately and add to the total amount before you complete your order. 2.3. Place your order: After placing an order by clicking the Buy Now button and agreeing with
these Terms of Sale, you will receive a confirmed email received in your order with the details of Order. You will receive another email confirming the dispatch of the merchandise. 2.4. Errors and omitted: Occasionally there may be an error or omitted related to the pricing or description of the goods we sell. We will use reasonable efforts to correct any mistakes or omitted as soon as practice after being
alerted or learned from them. We reserve the right to change, modify, overwriting, suspend, or remove without notice any information related to merchandise for sale (including the merchandise themselves). 2.5. 2.5. Post-buy errors and omitted: Where we made a mistake or omitted and you have already purchased the assets: 2.5.1. If the current price of goods is less than the declared price at the time you
buy the goods, we will charge you the lower price; or 2.5.2. If the price of merchandise is higher than the declared price, we will contact you and allow you the option to pay the correct (highest) price or cancel your order and receive a full refund. 3. EXCHANGE IN ORDER 3.1 Change your order: Once you have placed your order, we are unable to make any changes to your order, including the number of
goods ordered or the delivery address. This Clause doesn't impact any right to return you may have for the purchase in particular. 4. DELIVERY OF MERCHANDISE 4.1.Shipping: Grouped Freight shipping options and fees will be placed in the Fine Print and will vary by offer. Your purchase is not eligible for shipment outside Australia. 4.2.Delivery estimate: Delivery estimate is provided in fine print of the
offer. We take reasonable steps to meet the given date for delivery. Please note that unless other as stated, delivery estimate is only estimate; they are not guaranteed delivery times and should not be relied upon as such. 5.5.1. We may cancel: We may be required to cancel an order before the goods are delivered due to an event outside our reasonable control, including due to outcast of equipment or
transportation difficulties. We will seemingly contact you if this happens. 6.YOUR RIGHT TO CANCEL 6.1 Right to cancel you: Unless stated in fine printing, all purchases are final. We don't rank or change in our minds. 7. RETURNS AND REFUNDS OF OUR MERCHANDISE come with warranties that cannot be excluded under the US Consumer Act. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a
greater failure and for compensation for any other reasonable losses anticipated or damaged. You may also have the goods repaired or replaced if goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure by amount of a larger failure. 8. FREIGHT INFORMATION 8.1.We are not the manufacturer: We are not the manufacturer of goods sold on the website. While we work to ensure that goods match the
description on the website, they are of satisfactory quality and are fit for use, the goods sold on the website may vary slightly from that information they produce. We encourage you to read all the information presented on labels, warnings and cargo before use. 8.2.Accuracy in description: We have taken reasonable steps to show as well as possible the colors and other detailed set of goods. However, the
actual and detailed colors you see on the website will depend on the equipment you use to view the goods. We cannot guarantee that display in any flow or other detailed content on your tv, mobile device, computer controller or other device will exactly reflect the flow or detail of the goods on delivery. 8.3.Healthcare Goods and Safety: For good health care, in the event of any safety concerns or for any
other information about a product, we recommend you carefully read the information provided with the product or contact the manufacturer. The website content is not intended to be replaced for advice provided by a medical, pharmacist or other licensed health care professional. Customers should contact their health care provider immediately if they suspect that they have a medical issue. Information and
statements on goods are not intended for use to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease or health conditions. We accept no responsibility for accuracy or mystery on goods by manufacturers or other third parties. 9.LIABILITY 9.1. Standard we operate under: Groupon is always trying his best at what he does with the promise that: 9.1.1. we will exercise reasonable care and competence in doing any
obligation under these conditions of Sale; 9.1.2. We have the right to sell goods; 9.1.3. We only sell the goods for domestic and private use; 9.1.4. The goods are in satisfactory quality and fit for their purpose, with 9.1.5. we will not counter the requirements of professional diligence in what we do. 9.2 This Clause 9 takes precedent over all other clauses (except for Clause 1.6) and sets our full responsibility.
9.3 What we are responsible for: Nothing of these terms of Sale will exclude or limit our responsibility to any responsibility for (i) fraud; (ii) severe misconduct by Groupon, except serious misconduct is not performed by Groupon itself; or (v) any liability that cannot be excluded or limited to applicable laws. You have to take adequate measures to avoid and reduce the damage. 9.4. Category of losses that we
are not responsible for: Despite Clause 9.3, since we only sell goods for domestic and private use, we will not be responsible for: 9.4.1. loss of income; 9.4.2. Loss of actual revenues or anticipate; 9.4.3. Losses in business; and 9.4. indirect or consequences of loss (and to avoid skeptics, we understand these words loss of consequences mean losses of consequences if these losses are anticipated,
known, anticipated or otherwise). 9.5. Liability means responsibility at or for any cause of action any such (including breach of contract, torture, mis presentation, constitution or any other cause of action whatsoever) related to or occurs on or in connection with these Terms of Sale (including expressly provided for under the conditions of Sale or raised by reason of the invalidity or unforgettable in any terms
of the terms of Sale). 10.GENERAL 10.1. Interpretation: In the following conditions of Sale: 10.1.1. dinome words include natural people, limited partnerships, accountability partnerships, corporate bodies and incorporated associations of individuals; 10.1.2. Clause heading as (10. GENERAL at the beginning of this Clause) and Clause titles (such as Interpretation: At the beginning of this Clause 10.1.2) are
purely for reference facilitating and do not form part of or affect these interpretations of these Terms of Sale; and 10.1.3. reference is included and that includes will be deemed to be deemed to be respectively included(s) without limitation and including without limitation. 10.2. No partnership/agency: Nothing of these Terms of Sale must be constructed to create a joint venture, relationship or agency
between you and us nor the parties shall not have the right or authority to prevent any liability or cost or enter into any contract or other accommodation in the name or on behalf of the other. 10.3. Assignment: You may not assign or delegate or otherwise transfer all or any of your rights or obligations under the terms of Sale without our previous written approval. We will not refuse this approval without good
reason. We must have the right to assign or otherwise delegate all or any of our rights or obligations under these Terms of Sale to anyone. 10.4. Events beyond our reasonable control: We shall not be liable for any violation of our obligations under this Agreement to prevent or prevent us from carrying out our obligations to any cause outside our reasonable control where there was an event outside our
reasonable control that affected our capabilities to conduct our obligations under these terms of Sale, Our obligations will be extended to the duration of the event and we will let you know you concerning as soon as reasonable as possible. Once the event is complete we will arrange you a new delivery date for your goods, if possible. 10.5. Our reliances: We intend to rely on only the written terms laid out in
these Terms of Sale of respecting the sale of goods given to you and by any representation made elsewhere. 10.6. No waiver: No renewal of our own in any breach of you under these Terms of Sale must operate or be constructed as a provision of our own in any future breach, whether in a like or different character. No delay in us taking action in the event of your breach will in any way release, disparage
or otherwise affect your responsibilities under the terms of Sale. 10.7. Notice: Unless otherwise stated in the terms of Sale, either party to be in writing and will be released at hand, electronic mail (other than, if you are sending a notice to us for the purposes of the legal process) or by pre-paid post, in your address supplied to us or to our registered office.10.8. No Party rights: All provisions of the Terms of
Sale apply equally to and are for the benefit of groupons, its grant, any holding company of Groupon, IT (or THEM) affiliated with its (or its) third party content provider and licensee and each must have the right to allocate and enforce such provisions directly or on its own behalf (save that the terms of sale may vary or resources without the consent of that part) to them). Subject to the previous sentence, no
terms of such Terms of Sale is otherwise permitted by anyone not part of it.10.9. Survival: In any event, the provisions of Klaus 1, 2, 6, 6, 8, 9, 10 and 11 of the terms of Sale, along with the provisions that either are expressed to survive its expired survival or its termination or in their nature or context it contemplates that they must survive the termination of the Agreement.10.10. Severability: If any provision
of these terms of Sale is designed to be illegal, invalid or unforgettable, that provision will be removed from the conditions of Sale without affecting the rest of the Terms of Sale. Where capable, the validity and strengthening of the remaining provisions of the terms of Sale must not be affected. 10.11. Gov. Law and dispute resolution: We will do our best to resolve any dispute over these terms of Sale. If you
wish to bring a legal claim against us, these Terms of Sale (and all contracting relationships between you and us) will be governed by and constructed in accordance with New South Wales law and both parties here submit to the jurisdiction besides the competent courts in New South Wales. 11. UPDATES These Terms of Sale was last updated on Xx October 2015. TERMS OF USE This page sets out the
terms for use in the Groupon Australia site and the services we offer. 1. SOME BASICS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THESE TERMS OF USE 1.1. What this document is and who we are: You are reading a legal document that is the agreement between you, the customer (whom we refer to as you, you or the Customer in this document) with us. You agree to the terms of use displayed below, all of which
are called the Agreement. We are Groupon Australia Pty Ltd (ACN 147 834 151) and we are the operator of this site, and provider of a range of services related to the site. We are a registered company in Australia with our registered office at Sydney NSW. We refer to ourselves as Groupon Australia, we or we are in this documentary, and see us and any other company in the Groupon group of companies,
including our affiliates, our parents and supporters, as Groupons. 1.2. What we do: We provide a platform (including this site, mobile application, etc.) where we, our local affiliates and other seller (collectively, Seller) can list for Vouchers, Contracts, Goods, Travel, Services and other products (collectively, Items). As a platform provider, we help participate transactions Articles on our platform. We provide a
venue for sellers with you to negotiate and complete transactions. We can also become a seller. This means that in addition to this Agreement, you may have other contract relationships with different legal entities when you interact with the Site. 1.3. What are all the legal relationships? Whatever items you purchase via the site will be subject to the terms and conditions of which seller. This means that your
contract to sell cases with another GroupOn or entity company. The seller is responsible for the sale and to deal with any claims or any other issues that occur from or in connection with the deal between you and the Seller. Please also note that in honour of the purchase of a Voucher, in addition to the sale deal you'll have with the Seller of the Voucher, there will also be a deal between you and the
business that actually provides the items when you deliver your Voucher with which business (the vendor). In respect of any Voucher, neither we nor any Seller responsibility for any deal regarding the redemption of your Voucher and a vendor. 1.4. What we also do: We can provide a forum to submit or post user content, as well as send newsletters and other communications to you. In order to send emails
to you, we need to know a little about you. Take a look at our data collection and processing practices in our Privacy Statement for details. 1.5. Dimensions of Use: The Site and our Services are for non-commercial or commercial, personal use only and not for business purposes, except as separately allowed in writing. You can access the Site only through our app, standard web and mobile browsers and
similar consumer applications, but not with any robots, spider, offline readers, site search/recovering applications or other manual or automated devices, tools, or recovering process, index, or my site's data, via hit, via hit or otherwise. As an exception, canceled any time by us, operators of public search engines can use spiders to copy material from the site for the sole purpose of and only to the extent
necessary for creating publicly available search indicators of the materials but not cache or archiving of such materials. 1.6. Prevention on Use: We reserve the right to prevent you from using the Site and Services (or any part of them). 1.7. Definition: In this Agreement, we use various defined terms. You'll know they are defined because they start with a capital letter. These are all defined at or end of this
Agreement in section 13. 2. SIGN UP WITH US WITH YOUR ACCOUNT 2.1. Why sign up? Troubleshooting the particular functionality of our site at any time, you may or may not need to register to use much of its foncation or gain access to many of our services. However, you must Sign up in order to make a purchase. This is so that we can give you easy access to print your Voucher, see your past
purchases, shop any Loan Groupon for and modify your preferences. We reserve the right to refuse a new Registration or cancel an Account at any time. You sign up with us so you don't have to re-enter your information whenever you buy something. 2.2. How to register: To register you need to provide us with your name, zip, email address, and possibly some other personal information. 2.3. Password:
During Registration, you will also need to provide us with your password. You must keep the password confidential and immediately notify us if any non-authorized party becomes aware of this password or if there is any use without authority to your email address or any breach of your known security. You agree that we are not responsible or responsible in the event that someone with your password is
releasing usage (and/or transacts via) our Services and Our Site. Please note that you are entirely responsible if you do not maintain the confidentiality of your password. 2.4. Valid email address: All accounts must be registered with a valid personal email address that you have to access regularly. Any account which has been recorded with another person's email address or with temporary email address
can be closed without warning. We may ask users to re-validate their accounts if we believe they were using an invalid email address. 2.5. Emails: Groupon Australia can send you administrative emails and promotions. We may also send you information regarding your Account activity and purchases, as well as updates on our Site and Services or other promotion offers. We may also send you information
regarding the purchases you have made. (You can opt-out of our e-mails promotional at any time by clicking links that unsubscribe at the bottom of any of our e-mail correspondence.) 3. User Content 3.1. User Content: The Site can provide Account holders and visitors to the various sites the opportunities to submit or post reviews, views, tips, assessments, discussions, comments, messages, survey
responses, and other communications, as well as files, images, photos, videos, sound recordings, music work and other content (collectively, User Content). Content users can be submitted or posted to forums, posting boards, discussion groups, chat rooms, surveys, blogs or other communication facilities that can be offered on, in, or in connection with the site or Service from time to time. You may have to
have an Account to submit user accounts. 3.2. Creator of the user content: To contribute any user content, you represent and guarantee that you are the creator of the user content, or if you are acting on behalf of the creator, that you have expressed, prior authority from the submission creator or post the user content, and that you have all the necessary rights to assign the licenses and grants laid out in this
Agreement to respect this user content. You further represent and warrant (or, if you're acting on behalf of the creator of the user content, they've made sure that constitutes and guarantees) that the disclosure of the User Content for the purposes that you manage them¿1/2have chosen will not violate or violate or violate any copyrights, commercial marks or any other intellectual property rights or third party
rights, including public or privacy rights. 3.3. Restrictions: You will not upload, post or otherwise make available on the Site any material protected by copyright, trademark or other proprietary rights without the express permission of the owner of the copyright, trademark or other proprietary rights. Groupons have no express burden or liability to provide you with clues, markers or anything else that may help
you to determine whether the material in question is copyrighted or trademarked. You will only be free for any damage that can cause any infraction of copyrights, proprietary marks, proprietary rights or any other damage resulting from such a submission. Other restrictions and activities prohibited you should know from are listed in section 5, below .3.4. Use User Content: Groupon Australia has the only
and absolute right, but not the obligation, review, modify, post, deny mailing, remove and control the user content. Groupon Australia has the only and absolute right, but not the obligation, releasing the User Content and circumstances which enclose the transmission of any third party, at any time, for any reason, including to determine compliance with this Agreement and any regulations of authority
established by Groupon Australia, as well as satisfy any applicable law, regulation or authority request. Without the outgoing limitation, Groupon Australia is entitled to remove any material from the site at its salt and its absolute discretion. Groupon Australia assumes no responsibility for any user content or other information displayed or is removed from the Site or elsewhere. Groupon Australia has no
obligation to use your user content and cannot use it at all. 3.5. Modify or remove user content: In some circumstances and from time to time, it may be possible to edit or remove the user content you submitted or mailed to your account. Groupon Australia makes no representation or warranties that the user content you modified or removed will be modified or removed from the Site or elsewhere, or that the
user's Content will stop appearing on the Internet, in search engines, social media websites, or in any other form, media or technology. 3.6. Public Nature of User Content: You understand and agree that content user is public. Anyone (whether a user in Australia's Groupon Service) can read your user content without your knowledge. Please do not include any other personal information or any other
information in your user content unless you want for it to be publicly disclosed. Groupon Australia is not responsible for use or disclosure of any personal information or any other information that you disclose in connection with user content. 3.7. Disclaimer: User Content of any kind designed by you or any third-party designed by the respective author(s) or distributor(s) and not Groupon Australia. Other
users may post user content that is incorrect, falsely or misleading. Groupon Australia is not endorsed and is not responsible for any user content, and will not be liable to you or any other person for any loss or damage caused by your flaws on such user content. Content users reflect the views of the person in submitting it and cannot reflect the views of Groupon Australia. Groupon Australia does not
control or endorse any user content, and specifically declares any responsibility regarding or relating to your contributions to, usage, or reliance on any user content and any actions from your participation in any part of the Site or Service, including any objectional user content. 3.8. Grant: Some user content you submit to Groupon Australia may appear or may give you the option to show it in connection with
your personal information, or a portion of your personal information, including but not limited to your name, initials, username, social user name username, image, such as, preferences, voices and locations. You granted Groupon Australia and the Group Groupon a royali-free, perpetually, irreversible, sublicensable, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, transferable, the right worldwide to use, display, distribute, offer
for sale and sell the personal information in connection with your user content, whether the user appears to be alone or as part of other work, and in any form , media or technology, whether known or later developed, and sublicense these rights of several tickets to sublicense, all without your compensation. However, Groupon Australia will have no obligation to use your personal information in connection
with any user content. 3.9. Licenses: As between you and Groupon Australia, you will retain all of your property rights in and of the user content you submit or post. However, by contributing User Content or other information on or across the site, you are granting Groupon Australia and the Groupon a royalty-free, ever, irreversible, sublicensable, fully paid-up, edit, translate, transferable, right worldwide and
license to use, reproduce, create jobs derive from, publish, edit, translate, distribute, perform, display, transmit, offer for sale and sell the User Content alone or part of other work in any form , media or technology, whether it is known or after that it has been developed, and sublicense as such rights at various sublicense levels and without your compensation. You revoke any moral rights or other rights
related to the attribution of authority or integrity of material regarding the User Content that you may have under any applicable law under any legal theory. Groupon Australia and the Groupon license of any user content or personal information submitted use for promotions, advertisements, advertisements, market research, vendor feedback, quality control or any other legal purpose. 3.10. Copyright
Regulations and Procedures: Groupon reserves the right to terminate the right to use the Site by anybody who travels the copyrights to another. If you believe that any material that has been posted via the Site by a user in a way that constitutes copyright theft, and would like to bring this material to the attention of the Groupon, you must provide australia's Copyright Groupon agent with the following
information: (a) an electronic or physical signature of the person authorized to act on behalf of the property of the copying job; (b) an identification of the copyrighted work and the location on the site of the alleged fring work; (c) a written statement that you have a good faith believes that the dispute use is not authorized by the landlady, its agent, or the law; (d) your name and contact information, including
phone numbers and e-mail addresses; and (e) a statement by you that the above information in your notice is accurate and, under penalties of injury, that you are the copyright owner or authorized to act on behalf of the copyright owner. Contact information for Australia's Copyright Groupon Agent for notice of claim of copyright infraction is: ite¿1/2grip@groupon.com 3.11. Untrue ideas: We do not accept or
consider, directly or through any group of Australia or Group employees or agents, ideas that are not isolated of any kind, including ideas or suggestions related to new or improved products, improvements, names or technologies, advertisements and marketing campaigns, plans or other promotions. Do not send us (or any of our employees) any non-messy ideas, suggestions, materials, images or other
works in any form (Unsolited Material). If you send us Unsolicited Materials, you understand and agree that these conditions will apply, despite any cover letters or other accompanied terms: ï'· Groupon Australia has no obligation to review any non-polluted materials, nor keep any materials non-salute confidential; and Jo Groupon Australia shall possess, and can be used and redistribute unrestricted
materials for any reason, unrestricted and free of any obligation to recognize or offset you. 4. STANDARD AND GROUPON LIMITATION AUSTRALIA IN ITS RESPONSIBILITY 4.1. Standard we operate under: Groupon Australia is still trying its best at what it does with the promise that: 4.1.1. we will exercise reasonable care and competence in making any obligation under this Agreement; 4.1.2. And we
will not counter the requirements of professional diligence in what we do. Section 4 is important!: This Section 4 takes precedent on all other sections of this Agreement and sets our Full Responsibility in respect of the performance, non-performance, purpote performance or delay of the performance of this Agreement or Services or any purchase (or any part of them); or otherwise in relation to this
Agreement or or performance of this Agreement.4.3. What we are responsible for: Nothing in this Agreement shall exclude or limit our responsibility to any responsibility for (I) fraud; (ii) death or personal injuries caused by our negligence; (iii) severe misconduct by the US, except serious misconduct by Groupon Australia itself; or (iv) any liability that cannot be excluded or limited to applicable laws. You have
to take reasonable steps to avoid or reduce the damage. 4.4. Categories of losses that we are not responsible for: Despite Clause 4.3, since we only provide the Site and Services for your non-business usage, we are never liable for: 4.4.1. loss of income or income; 4.4.2. Loss of actual revenues or anticipate; 4.4.3. Losses in business; or 4.4.4. indirect or consequences of loss (and to avoid skeptics, we
understand these words loss of consequences mean losses of consequences if these losses are anticipated, known, anticipated or otherwise). 5. YOUR OBLIGATION 5.1. Accurate information: You guarantee that all information provided on Registration and contained as part of your Account during the course of this Agreement is true, complete and accurate and you will promptly inform us of any changes
to such information by updating the details of your Account. 5.2. Content on the site: It is your responsibility to ensure that any item or information (or product) is available at the site to meet your specific requirements. 5.3. Things you can't do: Without limitation, you undertake not to use or allow anyone else to use their services or sites: 5.3.1. Upload, send or receive any material, including user content,
which is not civil or taste; 5.3.2. Upload, send or receive any material, including user content, which is illegal, harmful, tortious, threatening, abusive, harassing, hating, racism, homophobic, swolift, pornographic, violent, misleading, offending, an indexive, obscene or threatening character, blasphemous or defamatory or a libelibate nature of any person or entity, of disregarding courts or of trust violence, or
crossing the rights of another person or entity, such as copyrights, trade secrets, patent, personality rights, publication or privacy or any other third party right; 5.3.3. Upload, send or receive any material, including user content, for which you have not obtained all the necessary licenses and/or approval (of us or third parties); or encouraging or encouraging them to be considered a criminal offense, giving civil
liability, or otherwise contrary to law or violating the rights of any third party of any country in the world; 5.3.4. Upload, send or receive any material that is technically harmful (including computer viruses, logical bombs, Trojan horses, glass, dangerous components, corrupted data, malicious logic, harmful data, or anything else that may interrupt, interfere with, corrupt or otherwise cause loss, destruction or
limitation of the functionality of any software or computer equipment); 5.3.5. Cause annoying, incontinence or useless concern; 5.3.6. To intercept or attempt to intercept any transmitted communications by way of a telecommunications system; 5.3.7. For a purpose other than which we are designed or intended to be used; 5.3.8. For any strong purpose; or 5.3.9. in any way that calculates hateful ethnicity
against any ethnic, religious or any other minority or is otherwise calculated to affect anyone, group or entity. 5.4. Forbidden Use: These uses of the Site and Services are expressly prohibited and you undertake not to do (or allow anyone else to do) any of the following: 5.1. resend services or sites; 5.4.2. False data including fake names, addresses and contact details with strong usage of credit/debit card
numbers; 5.4.3. Try to circumvent our security or network including data access not intended for you, enter a server or your account by expressly authorized to access, or the security probe of other networks (such as running a port scan); 5.4.4. Access to the Services (or sites) in such a manner as, or commit any act that would or do, impose a reasonable or dispropositionally large burden on our
infrastructure or that otherwise interfere or interfere with its functionality, efficiency or operation; 5.4.5. Execute any form of network monitoring that will intercept data is not intended for you; 5.4.6. Send unsolited mail messages, including sending through junk mail or other advertising materials to those who did not specifically request such material. You are explicitly prohibited from sending to
¿1/2unsolicited mail messages. This includes bulk mailing commercial advertising, ad promotions, or information, and political or religious tracks. These materials can only be sent to those who have explicitly requested it. If a recipient is asked to stop receiving email of this nature, you may not send this sender any further email; 5.4.7. Create or send dog letters or other pyramid schemes of any kind,
whether the recipient wants to receive these addresses; 5.4.8. Send malicious email, including a user or site that contains many or many emails; 5.4.9. Enter strong interactions or transactions with us, a seller or a vendor (which will include entering interactions or transactions purpotely on behalf of a third party where you have no bound authority that third parties or you will pretend to be a third party);
5.4.10. Use the Services or Sites (or any relevant fonts from either of them) in this Breach of Agreement; 5.4.11. Used in an unprecedented manner, or forged, mail header information; 5.4.12. Engage in any illegal or criminal activity in connection with the use of the Services and/or the Site or any Voucher; or 5.4.13. copy or use any user content for any commercial purpose. Equipment: Services and use of
the site do not include the disposition of a computer or other equipment necessary to access the site or services. To use the Site or Service, you will be prompted for internet connection with appropriate telecommunication links. We must not be liable for any telephone expenses, telecommunications expenses or other fees that you may invade. 6. RULE ON THE USE OF THE SERVICES AND THE SITE
6.1. Errors and omitted: We are not responsible for errors or omitted (e.g., listing a Voucher at $1.99 instead of $199!) if we were compliant with the standards set out in section 4 of this Agreement. We will use reasonable efforts to correct any errors or omitted as soon as practice after notifying them. We reserve the right to change, modify, replace, suspend or remove without notice of any Voucher, Articles,
Services or information on the Site or form part of the services from time to time. 6.2. Viruses and similar things: We do not provide any guarantee that Services or the Site are free of viruses or anything else that can have a dangerous effect on any technology. 6.3. Stop access: Although we will attempt to allow uninterrupted access to services and the site, access to services and the site may be
suspended, enforced or suspended at any time. Your access to the site and/or services can also be periodically restricted to allowing for repairs, maintenance or the introduction of new installations or services. We will try to restore these access as soon as we reasonably can. We also reserve the right to block access to and/or to modify or remove any material in our reasonable opinion may give rise to a
violation of any of this Agreement.6.4. Close Account: We reserve the right to close Account if any user will violate our Terms of Use (i.e., This Agreement), including whether it was seen to be using proxy IPs (Internet protocol address) in order to try to hide the use of multiple accounts, or if a user asserts to be located in a different country from where it actually resides, or whether it disrupts the site or the
services in any way. 6.5. Multiple Accounts: If you use multiple accounts, if we take any action against you, you can have action taken against all your accounts. 7. SUSPENSION AND TERMINATION 7.1. If you use (or anyone other than you, with the permission you use) the Services or Sites to infringe this Agreement, we may cease your use of the Services and/or Sites (in whole or partly). 7.2. If we
suspend the Services or Sites, we may refuse to restore services or sites until we receive an assurance from you, in a form we deem acceptable, that there will be no other breach of this Agreement.7.3. Groupon Australia will be fully co-operated with any law authority or court order requiring or directing Groupon Australia to disclose the identity or acquire anyone in violation of this agreement.7.4. Unlimited
limitations in anything else in this section 7, be allowed immediately or at any time (whole or in part) of: i) stop the services and/or quotes; ii) stop your use of the Services and/or Sites; iii) stop the use of Services and/or Sites for whom we believe to be connected (in whatever way) to you; and/or iv) terminate this Agreement immediately if: 7.4.1. you communicate any violation of this Agreement; 7.4.2. We
suspect, on reasonable ground, that you have, might or will commit a fragment of this Agreement; or 7.4.3. we suspect, on reasonable ground, that you can commit or commit any fraud against us or anyone. 7.5. Despite everything else in this section 7, we can terminate this Agreement at any time. 7.6. Our right to terminate this agreement will not prejudice any other right or remedy that we may respect any
violation of any rights, obligations, or liability accepted prior to termination. 8. DATA PROTECTION 8.1. Please see our privacy statement which forms part of this Agreement.9. ADVERTISING9.1. Any advertisements can be released on our behalf by a third-party advertising company, which may, on our behalf, place or recognize a cookie on your browser. If you would like more information about this
practice and know your choices about not having this information used by any company, see our Privacy Statement.10. LINKS LEADING TO AND FROM OTHER 10.1 SITES. Where the site has links to third party sites and resources provided by third parties (along other Sites), these other sites are merely linked to providing information only and are only for your convenience. We have no control over, not
accepting, and we assume no responsibility for other sites or for the content or products of other sites (including related to social network sites such as Facebook) and we accept no liability for any loss or damage that may arise from their use. If you decide to access any of the third party sites linked to the site, you do so entirely at your own risk. 11. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHT 11.1. Groupon
Australia subsidizes you a limited, personal, nontransferable, terminal license to access and use the Site that has listened to this Agreement and to any additional terms and regulations set forth by Groupon Australi. All intellectual property rights (including all copyright, patent, service mark, trade name, domain name, social media identifier, drawing, whether registered or without registry) of the Site and
Service, (subject to Section 11.4 below) materials, information and content on the Site or access as part of the Services, any database operated by us, all the Site design, text, graphics, software, pictures, videos, music, sounds, data, all software compilation, hidden source codes and software (including apples and scripts), and all the selections, coordination, accommodation and improvements will remain
our property (or those of our licenses). You're not doing that, and won't try, find any or title of any such property. All rights reserved. 11.2. None of the material listed in section 11.1 above, in whole or partly, may be reproduced, distributed, copied, modified, distributed, published, downloaded, displayed, posted or transmitted in any form or by any means, sold, sold, re-sold, licensed or sub-licensed, used to
create derive works, or in any way exploited without permit before expressing the writing to the group or owner of the copyright home, except as otherwise stated under copyright law. You can, however, retrieve and display the content of the site on a computer screen, store these content in electronic form (but not on any server or other storage devices that are connected to a network). You may not
reproduce otherwise, modify, copy, distribute, display, make or use for commercial purposes of any of the materials, information or content on the Site without our permission. If downloading, copying, redistribution, retransmission or publication of copyrighted material is permitted by law, you will make independent attributes and/or make no changes to or deletion of any author attributes, trade legends or
duplicate notices. You acknowledge that you don't get any property rights by downloading copyrighted material. Any violation of these restrictions may cause a copyright, trademark or other intellectual property right that may subject you to civil penalties and/or criminals. In addition, you may not make any excess use or violate this Agreement.11.3. Groupon, the Groupon logo and variations in which it is
found on the Site are trademarks owned by the Groupon and all use of these marks ensure they benefit the group. Other brands on the site not owned by the Groupon may be under license from the commercial brand owner, in which case these licenses are for the exclusive benefit and use of the Groupon unless otherwise stated, or may be the owner of their respective owners. You may not use the
Groupon name, logo, sales mark or mark without the group's express permission. 11.4. Title, property rights and intellectual property rights in and of the access content using the Site and Service is the property of the applicable content owner or vendor and may be protected by applicable copyright, brand or other law. This Agreement gives you no such content rights except for licenses granted here. 11.5.
Except in respect of user content, the authors of literary and artistic works of the pages of the site have evaluated their moral rights to be identified as the author of these works. 11.6. Any material you transmit or post or submit to the Site (or otherwise to us) may be considered (and may be treated as) non-confidential and non-proprietary, subject to section 3, our obligations under data protection legislation
and subject to any payment details you provide for the purpose of making a payment. If for some any part of this statement does not work as a matter of law, then for anything that you provide to us at whatever source (i.e., via email, the site or otherwise) you give us a royali-free, ever, irrevocable, sublicensable, completely pay-up, transferable, which does not besides the right to use, copy, modify, adapt,
translate, publish, distribute, display and make world-wide any such material, and in any form, media or technology, whether known or here developed, and sublicense these rights at various sublicense levels, all without compensation for you, for the purpose of operating the Site and providing services. 12. GEN 12.1. Interpretation: In this Agreement: 12.1.1. disome words include natural people,
partnerships, limited responsibility partnerships, corporate bodies and incorporated associations of individuals; 12.1.2. Section title as (12. GENERAL at the beginning of this section) and section title (such as Interpretation: at the beginning of this section 12.1) are purely to facilitate references and do not form part of or affect the interpretation of this Agreement; and 12.1.3. reference is included and that
includes will be deemed to be deemed to be respectively included(s) without limitation and including without limitation. 12.2. No partnership/agency: Nothing in this Agreement must be constructed to create a joint venture, partnership or agency relationship between you and us nor the parties shall not have the right or authority to prevent any liability, debt or cost or entry of any contract or other arrangement
in the name or on behalf of the other. 12.3. No other terms: Except as expressly stated in this Agreement, all warranties, conditions and other terms, whether expressed or implied, by common law or otherwise are excluded from the full extent permitted by law. 12.4. Assignment: You may not assign or delegate or otherwise deal with all or any of your rights or obligations under this Agreement. We must have
the right to assign or otherwise delegate all or any of our rights or obligations under this Agreement to anyone. 12.5. Events beyond our reasonable control: We shall not be liable for any violation of our obligations under this Agreement where we prevent or carry out our obligations by any cause outside our reasonable control.12.6. No waiver: No renewal of ours to any default of you under this Agreement will
operate or be constructed as a provision by us of any future default, whether in a like or different character. There is no grant in time or other presence or independence we must in any way release, disecute or otherwise affect your Responsibilities under this Agreement.12.7. Notice: Unless otherwise stated in this Agreement, notice must be given to either party to be in writing and will be released at hand,



electronic mail (other than, if you are sending a notice to us for legal processing purposes) sent by fax or by pre-paid post, to you at address you supplied us or to us at our registered office. No third party right: All provisions of this Agreement apply equally to them and to benefit the group and third party content providers and licensees and each shall have the right to affirm and enforce these provisions
directly or on its own behalf (saving that this Agreement may vary or resend without the consent of these parties). Subject to the previous sentence, no terms of this Agreement are otherwise allowed by anyone who is not a part of it. This means that other than as set out in the first sentence above, you and us are the only ones who can enforce the terms of this Agreement.12.9. Survival: In any event, the
provisions of section 1, 3, 4, 7, 11, 12 and 13 of this Agreement, along with these provisions that either express his expired survival or termination or dismissal of their nature or context that they must survive such termination, must survive termination of the Agreement. In the event you use the Services or Sites again, then the provisions of the terms and conditions that then apply will govern your re-use of
the services or sites. In the event you use Vouchers bought under this Agreement, then the applicable provisions of Vouchers will survive termination of this Agreement.12.10. Severability: If any provision of this Agreement is held to be unlawful, invalid or unforgettable, this will deem the severity and to which the validity and reinforcement of the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall not be affected.
12.11. Governor of Law: This Agreement (and all non-contract relationships between you and us) must be governed by and constructed in accordance with Australian law. 13. DEFINITIONS OF THIS Agreement, we use various defined terms. You'll know they are defined because they start with a capital letter. This is what they mean: Account means your Groupname Account. Liability means liability in or
for any cause of action whatsoever (including vigor, torture, representation, claim or any other cause of action regardless) relating to or occurring under or in connection with this Agreement (including liability expressly issued for under this Agreement or is reached by the purposes of the invalidity or unenforceability of any terms of this Agreement) – and for the purposes of definition that, all the references to
agreement must be judged to include any consecutive contracts. Merchants mean a seller of products for which a Voucher can be redeemed. A vendor is not any of the seers or Groupon Australia. Site means websites, mobile applications, electronic communications or services, social networking sites, or anyone, business-specific partners, vendor-specific, city-specific, or other zone-specific websites
connected to or reference those terms of use. Registering means to create an Account on the site, and Registration means action to create a 12 Service means all or any of the services provided by Groupon Australia via the site (or via other electronics – or other – communication to Groupon Australia) including mobile applications, our newsletter, emails we send you with the information services, content
and transaction capabilities on the site (including the ability to make a purchase). Voucher means a stamp sold by the Seller and can be changed for products from a relevant vendor, subject to terms and conditions listed on the Voucher itself and/or on the contract page of the site that the Voucher has bought. Product means goods and/or services described as part of a Voucher (and for which a Voucher
can be redeemed). to redeem).
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